IIT Delhi BRCA Virasat Series

Collaboration with the Dramatics, Music, Dance, Fine Arts & Crafts, Wellness Clubs and NRCVEE

Sooraj Nambiar
Shujaat Khan
Kanaka Srinivasan
Mysore-Brothers

Also Kalamandalam Rajeev, Amjad Khan, Arunangshu Chaudhury

Sooraj Nambiar (Koodiyattam)
Heritage Walk to the National Gallery of Modern Art
Crafts Workshop by Purnachandra Moharana (Pattachitra Painting)
Heritage Walk to the National Museum
Shujaat Khan (Sitar)
Heritage Walk to the National Crafts Museum
Mindfulness Meditation by P.L. Dhar
Mysore Brothers (Carnatic Violin)
Dance Workshop by Kanaka Srinivasan (Bharatnatyam)
Vocal Workshop by Sunanda Sharma
Crafts Workshop by Kalam Patua (Kalighat painting)
Workshop Presentation
Also regular Yoga Classes

Seminar Hall
6 pm
10 am to 1 pm
6 pm to 8 pm
6 pm to 8 pm
6 pm to 8 pm
6 pm to 8 pm
6 pm to 8 pm
6 pm to 8 pm
6 pm to 8 pm

17 Aug
19 Aug
21 to 25 Aug
9 Sept
13 Sept
16 Sept
16 Sept
10 Oct
30 Oct to 3 Nov
4 Nov

Contacts of the students who are coordinating the events are: Haridik (Secretary, SPIC MACAY, ITD), Juhi (Koodiyattam) 9643167472, Deepali (NGMA) 9643669397, Tanya (National Museum) 9549994934, Ankesh (Sitar) 87439999129, Vicky (National Crafts Museum) 9867090330, Kritika (Violin) 9718870811, Mudit (Kalighat Painting) 7416858022, Juhi (Bharatanatyam) 9643167472, Sanchayan 9891819460, Pranav (Meditation) 9717152200, Ravi (Yoga) 98999344896, Sahitya 9560852927, Suman Doonga 9899308093, Pragya Jain 9816304076, Rachna Prasad 9555954446, Usha Ravichandran 9717397553